Fall 2018
Since 1947...
inter-generational camps for
Unitarian Universalists, their
friends, and families.
The Mission of Eliot Institute is to create and support an inclusive community of celebration, friendship,
exploration, relaxation, and joy for Unitarian Universalists, their families, and friends.

President's Letter
By now, I hope that you have all been introduced to the draft Eliot Covenant. We
announced it in the Spring newsletter and those of you at summer camps should have
seen a draft posted or heard about it at the Eliot/Seabeck Information Meeting. Initial
Elisa Wells
President, Eliot Board of Directors
feedback has ranged from “We already have a covenant!” (we don’t!) to “It’s too
long!” (probably!) to “Why do we need a covenant?” (we’re human!).
The idea that Eliot is an “intentional community” is so well entrenched that many people believe we already have a
covenant and systems in place for ensuring that all of our interactions with each other are hunky dory, reflecting the
blissful, loving community most of us experience during our brief sojourns at camp. Well, we don’t, but the Board is
actively working on articulating a covenant—which you can think of as a promise of how we intend to be with one
another in community—as well as improving our mechanisms to restore trust in one another when covenant is broken
(which has happened and will happen).
When UU churches develop a covenant, there is usually ample opportunity to meet and discuss the concept and
contents. But, our structure of different camps that come together briefly only once a year makes it difficult to allocate
“together time” for this task (can you imagine giving up an afternoon of summer camp to devote to crafting a
covenant?!). So, we are taking a different approach, with the Board taking a first crack at drafting language and, now,
asking campers for input.
You should have already received an email that describes two types of opportunities for you to provide feedback on
the draft covenant. We will be hosting several Zoom meetings with members of the Board where you can call or video
“Zoom” in to discuss the draft and share your ideas. We will also share a survey link where you can provide line by line
feedback on the draft, letting us know which parts most resonate with you and which parts you think we could toss
(yep, it is probably too long!). We hope you will participate in the process and share your views and inspirations!
Eventually, we hope the covenant will be something that people will think about and agree to when they register for
camp, a promise of how we will be when we come together to nurture both ourselves and the larger community that
we call Eliot.
As a July and Creative Arts Eliot camper, I only know a subset of the Eliot camper universe, though I am responsible
to all of you in my role on the Board. Please feel free to reach out to me directly with your ideas for making Eliot
Institute even more amazing than it already is.
In service to the Eliot community,
Elisa Wells, President of the Eliot Board
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Administrator's Corner
This summer I was, once again, humbled and gratified by the deep
Bev Hesterberg
connections and spiritual importance of our Eliot community. At both July
Eliot and August Eliot, we had families facing serious health issues, and one Eliot Institute Administrator
of their dearest wishes was to experience one more camp with their loved
ones. Elsewhere in this newsletter you'll read a tribute to the amazing Josh Kadish. His wife, Lisa Maas,
worked so hard to get Josh to one more Eliot camp to spend time with his family and beloved Eliot
community. Josh's presence at last summer's camp, as well as all those he attended throughout the years
have enriched us all. I am deeply grateful.
As July Eliot approached, Tom Killorin was hospitalized with severe complications of multiple myeloma. The
Rev. Jon Luopa, University Unitarian's minister, came to Tom's hospital room to perform a marriage
ceremony for Tom and his lovely bride, Julie Fanselow. They hadn't had time to buy rings, but they did
have their July Eliot nametags, which they exchanged to seal their commitment to one another. That
definitely is an Eliot first! I worked with Julie to figure out the best way to get Tom to camp, but he died
before camp began. Julie, along with Tom's kids, Ben & May, plus Grace & Jon did come to camp, and I
hope they felt the loving arms of the Eliot community surround them in their grief.
The biggest news from me is that Eliot has hired a Bookkeeper/Assistant Registrar. I'm delighted that
Renee Palermo is taking some of the workload off my hands. We've been working together to get her up to
speed on Eliot financial recordkeeping needs, and many of you have already met her at the check-in tables
at August Eliot, or fully on-staff at Creative Arts Eliot. Each spring Renee runs a UU retreat at Seabeck for
Shoreline UUC and multiple other area congregations, so she is well versed on all things Seabeck. In
addition to her work as our bookkeeper, Renee will act as registrar-on-site at one camp each year, on a
rotating basis, so everyone will get a chance to meet her and her delightful daughters.
If I could vote one month off the calendar, it would be November ...yet every year, relentlessly it returns to
usher in the rain and darkness.... Where is the light? The warmth? The joy? Two words: Winter Eliot. Fight
the gloom in the warm embrace of your Eliot community and bring in the New Year in style. Deans Debbie
Gorenstein and Karen Stratton are planning a most amazing camp experience -- contra dancing the New
Year in, anyone? Woo hoo!! Our theme speaker is the Rev. Jason Shelton, whose topic is "What We Sing
Is Who We Are."
Currently we have a long waitlist for July Eliot, a medium-sized waitlist for August Eliot, and space available
for Winter Eliot and Creative Arts Eliot. Registration for summer camps and Winter Eliot is online at
www.eliotinstitute.org. Click on the big blue button to register, and you're on your way!
See you at camp,
Bev Hesterberg
EliotRegistrar@gmail.com / 206-395-8111 / www.eliotinstitute.org
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Marketing / Communications Committee
After three more successful camps during the summer of 2018, we are
planning for even more successful camps this New Year’s and during the
next year!

Job Rabinowitz
VP Marketing/Communications

• We continue to reach out to underserved UU congregations and fellowships in the Pacific Northwest
to encourage new attendance at an Eliot 2019 camp.
• The Board presented a draft of a new Eliot Covenant at each of the camps (and will also do so at
Winter 2018 Eliot). You will shortly hear of a series of on-line meetings and tools to give you the
chance ask questions and share your thoughts regarding this Covenant, with the goal of having a
working and approved Covenant in place early in 2019.
• Equity and Inclusion initiative: The Board always works to make sure that Eliot camps remain
welcoming and friendly to all UUs, their families, and their friends. To that end, we are learning about
issues that we can take to make our camps even more welcoming to those who may not have enough
time or treasure to attend a camp.
• Please welcome Karen Valbuena, a long-time Elioteer and our newest member on the Marketing/
Communications Committee!
If you are interested in helping to create these newsletters or come up with creative and innovative ways
to get the word out about the Eliot experience, especially at Creative Arts Eliot, this is the place to be!
Please let me know of your interest through the administrator at EliotRegistrar@gmail.com.
Job Rabinowitz

A Note from the Treasurer
Treasurer Ian Schurr here,
The ship of Eliot finances continues to sail along calm waters. Summer
camps performed as expected. Creative Arts Eliot is even more profitable
than expected.

Ian Schurr
Treasurer, Board of Directors

The Scholarship Fund continues to look stable, but it could use more $$
along with the Opportunity Fund and the Strategic Initiative Fund.
If you have any questions about Eliot Finances feel free to reach out.
Ian Schurr
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Board Initiative to Strengthen Creative Arts Eliot
One of the Board’s three Strategic Initiatives beginning in 2016 was to
continue growing and strengthening Creative Arts Eliot so that it would
become self-supporting and self-sustaining. Your Board is pleased to
announce that we reached and passed the self-supporting goal two years
ago and we continue to grow and improve the camp each year thanks to
our excellent Deans and CAE Committee Members (and our wonderful
Registrar, of course).

Carrie Glenn
Board of Directors, CAE Strategic Initiative

This last CAE Camp of August 2018, we had 123 campers — an alltime high for Creative Arts Eliot. There were seven morning
workshops, plus an Active Sports option, and three afternoon
workshops. It was great to have a Workshop Coordinator — Karen
Stratton – who handled the juggling of campers into the various
workshops.
We expect to have even more campers for CAE 2019, with total
capacity limited by the number and size of meeting rooms available
to Eliot (we share that week at Seabeck with campers from other
groups). The CAE Committee plans to hire two additional presenters
for 2019 making a total of 12 workshops, and continue the Active
Sports option, so we should be able to grow next year’s camp by 20
or so additional people. A realistic target for CAE 2019 might be 150.
If that enrollment works well next year, then we can likely make a
better and bigger projection for the future.
Carrie Glenn, Board Member in charge of CAE Strategic Initiative

Community Conversation at August 2018
We had a community conversation at August 2018 camp regarding the
culture of alcohol and drugs at our camps. Attendance was greatly
appreciated and hearing from so many adults, young adults, and youth
was a great experience. We all come to issues around alcohol/drugs with
different lenses and hearing a variety of feelings, opinions, and
experiences from within our community was valuable for all those
attended. The recognition that all of us are role models for others was
emphasized, as was the desire for some education around these issues.
Our community gets stronger when we share, listen and appreciate one
another. Thank you!

Sacha Wassick
Board of Directors

Sacha Wassick, Board Representative, August 2018 Eliot
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Health and Safety Committee
The Health and Safety Committee recommends policy and develops
guidelines and procedures for assuring the health and safety of Eliot
campers. The committee reviews practices around water safety, emergency Joan Sandberg
Board of Directors
preparedness, responding to first aid emergencies, and prevention of (or
response to) an outbreak of a contagious illness at camp. If you notice a
dangerous or unhealthy situation at camp, you can notify the First Aid Coordinator or the Deans, but if it’s
not an immediate safety issue, it can be noted on post camp evaluations.
Last summer a few gastrointestinal cases were reported. Although there were no widespread outbreaks, it
seems these illnesses are occurring often enough that the committee will be developing some best
practices around caring for campers with gastrointestinal illnesses and how to keep it from spreading.
There were also a series of twisted ankles at camp last summer—thank goodness for easy access to lots
of ice and extra ace wraps in the storage closet! The committee recommends—mind those uneven
surfaces and carry a flashlight at night. Please!
First Aid Volunteers are needed at every camp, and if you’re interested in being a First Aid Volunteer,
please indicate your willingness on the Pre-camp Form or let the First Aid Coordinator know at the
beginning of camp. Qualifications include a medical or health care background or basic first-aid training.
Please remember, if you are registered for camp, but find yourself ill with fever or gastrointestinal
symptoms a few days before camp, notify the registrar and delay arriving at camp until you are symptomfree for 24 hours. Also, always carry emergency preparedness supplies in your car wherever you go,
including camp!
Be Well, Joan Sandberg, Committee Chair
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A Heartfelt Thanks to Carol Becken
At the end of this year, Carol Becken will retire as Eliot Institute’s
Executive Secretary to the Board. Carol has served in this position for a
total of 27 years. We owe her a huge thank you for all she has brought to
Eliot Institute over the years and will miss having her vast institutional
memory and warm smile at our meetings.
Carol first came across the bridge to Eliot in 1982, with her daughter,
Meredith, in tow. They immediately felt welcomed and embraced by this
community. Carol didn’t waste any time in settling in…just two years
later she met Jim, who is now her husband. In July 2006, Carol and Jim started bringing their 4 year old
twin granddaughters to Eliot, which Carol notes meant “we have had to be at every July Eliot since then!”
Next year they will be bridging out of the youth group. Over the years, Carol has attended July, August,
Creative Arts, Winter, and Naramata camps, plus the only time Eliot met at Menucha one Easter.
Carol began her first stint as Executive Secretary in 1986, when she served for almost 7 years. Her most
“recent” stint as Executive Secretary started 20 years ago, in 1998. In her role as Executive Secretary,
Carol has consistently gone above and beyond. Not only does she take impeccable minutes and make
sure all of our policy documents are kept up to date, but she also steps up to help with other needed
projects.
Carol also volunteers as our Archivist, keeping track of photos, newsletters, and other memorabilia that
track the evolution and history of this community, a role that she will continue to do. Carol was a member
of the visioning group that created the precursor to CAE, a drama camp for one year; the group then
reorganized to launch Creative Arts Eliot, with Carol serving as Chair for the initial year plus. She has also
served on the Registration Advisory and Leadership Development Committees. Carol has also really
enjoyed being a Social Hour Host for various camps as well as organizing the Art Show and Auction at
July camp.
Those of you who know Carol, know that she loves this community. And we love her back. Here are just a
few things people said when I asked them to tell Carol what they loved about her
• Your big heart and deep care for our community
• Your diligence, accuracy, and dedication are unmatched
• Your warm hugs and genuine delight in reconnecting at camp
• Your razor sharp institutional knowledge of Eliot that helped us so much
• You are the Social Hour hostess with the most-est!
• Your deep commitment to the spirit of Eliot

Please join me in thanking Carol for her many, many years of selfless service in support of the Eliot
community.
Elisa Wells, Eliot President
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Golden Hand and Heart Awards
Started in 2000, the Golden Hand and Heart award is given to the camper or
campers who, at each camp, may not seek the limelight, or who may not even
be prominent or conspicuous in the day-to-day but make an enormous
difference for Eliot. These persons are nominated and approved by your Eliot
Board. Awards are often but not always made at each camp.
The award plaque reads: “At every Eliot camp there are those who have their moment in the sun, who have
the opportunity to sparkle or have roles or arenoticed and applauded. And then there are those who quietly
go about making things happen as if by wires or mirrors or magic, who just bring what they have to bring,
give it unobtrusively, and stay to the sides of the room to make space. These hidden wonders need
recognition and gratitude as well. For that, Eliot awards the Golden Hand and Heart Award.”
July 2018 – Michael McDaniel
This person is a slightly unusual selection because this
person actually enjoys the limelight. Many of us already
know this person’s visible contributions: a singer and
balladeer of some skill and someone who successfully
channeled a mythic hero of long ago. But this person is
also very active off-stage, and it is for this work that this
person is receiving the Golden Hand and Heart Award.
This person recently completed a three-year Board term, which is a big commitment, and created and led
the Technology Committee and shepherded the Strategic Initiative on youth programing, among other
things. At Board meetings, this person would often say just the right thing—something very obvious but
that no one had thought of—to help us bring clarity to our decision making.
In addition, this person went way above and beyond in contributing time and professional expertise to
Eliot Institute. This person set up the new online registration system that makes it easy to sign up to come
here. Our registrar, Bev Hesterberg, appreciated this person's work so much she unilaterally extended
this person’s usual Technology Committee chair term from 3 years to "whenever Bev lets this person go."
This person also modernized the backend of our system allowing for efficient administration of multiple
camp functions. Eliot could have hired and paid a consultant big bucks. Instead, this person dedicated
many personal hours to set this up, was always patient with Eliot’s lack of technical expertise, explaining
things in lay terms, and ensuring that the system worked for all of our needs. This person’s response time
when Bev has a question is nothing short of phenomenal, and a goal for anyone who supports customers
or users.
This person’s work continues as he helps Eliot look for even better and more user-friendly ways to use
technology to streamline registration, information gathering, and fundraising. Thank you, Michael, for all of
your contributions to this beloved community. The Eliot Board hereby awards the July 2018 GOLDEN
HAND & HEART RECOGNITION to Michael McDaniel.
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Golden Hand and Heart Awards, continued
August 2018 – Judi McGavin
This person probably started coming to Eliot Institute in the early 1980's. Since
then, this person has been an active Elioteer and supporter both in many ways.
She has been a Dean a record six times. Volunteer Coordinator four times,
Worship Coordinator twice, Child Care Staff once, and another record nine times
as Social Hour Host. In August 1984 she and her husband, Jerry McCubbin, were
the theme speakers.
At Winter 1987 she was elected to a 3-year term on the Eliot Board and then chosen to be Board Chair in
1989 for two terms. She has also been a member of the Nominating Committee four times, the Endowment
Committee once; Registration Committee Chair once, and on the Program Committee for thirteen years,
serving one year as Chair.
In addition to her service she has been an avid advocate of our camps and a true friend to many. It is for her
long-time service to Eliot and her tireless efforts in support of our camps, the Board of Directors of Eliot
Institute wishes to present Judi McGavin with the 2018 Golden Hand & Heart Award.
CAE 2018 – Karen Stratton
This year’s Creative Arts Hand and Heart Award recipient is actually someone who
does both: they have held highly visible positions at numerous camps—choir
director, Small Group Leader, Small Group Coordinator, Music Coordinator,
Newsletter Editor, and Dean, to name a few. But it is for their behind the scenes work
that they have been nominated for this award.
In addition to serving on the Board and Program Committee and chairing the
Leadership Development Committee for three years, this person has been a major
force in building Creative Arts Eliot into the wonderfully successful camp that it is today. Since 2014, our
awardee has worked tirelessly to help locate and sign up excellent workshop presenters for CAE, recruit Deans
and staff, and build out all the events and activities of this nascent camp. They have helped to take this small
camp from a skeletal start-up that was losing money and was mostly drawing only new campers, to where it is
today: a flourishing, full camp with its own loyal set of returning campers and a profitable balance sheet. The
growth of this camp from 58 campers in 2015 to 87 to 99 and now to 119 campers, is truly one of THE success
stories in the Eliot family of camps, with many campers now considering CAE to be their true “Eliot home.”
When we asked a few people to comment on our awardee, they confirmed HER many talents. One camper
noted that our awardee is: an organized thinker, clearly seeing the big picture and what needs to be done;
a diligent worker, rising to the challenge when things fall apart (as they sometimes do!); and a person who leads
with her heart. Also adding that “she is a graceful and calm presence at all the camps." Another said she
“manifests the perfect blend of preparedness and flexibility. And she always had a good sense of humor and a
positive attitude.”
For all that she has done for Eliot Institute, and with special appreciation for her helping to build and expand CAE
into the wonderful experience that it is today, the Board of Directors of Eliot Institute wishes to present Karen
Stratton with the 2018 Golden Hand & Heart Award.
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2018 Summer Camp Highlights
In past fall issues of this newsletter, we have included reports from the Board Representatives for each
summer camp and CAE. These reports have mostly been simple summaries of how the camps went,
and have been, for the most part, fairly high-level. We have decided, instead of a “book report”, to
present more concise camp reports, and to highlight one or two things from each camp that may be of
interest to all of you, especially those who did not get to attend that camp.
July 2018 Camp Highlights
This year’s July Eliot camp enjoyed very hot weather without rain. Aside from lots of time with sunblock
at the swimming hole, we continued an activity started in 2017: TED Talk-style presentations. These are
5- to 10-minute presentations by members of our community about their unique jobs, special interests,
or out-of-the-ordinary hobbies, followed by brief questions from listeners. This year, we had
presentations by youth to adults on topics including 3-D printing, a mother-daughter book club, the Hopf
Fibration (the jewel of mathematics), and the wild anatomy of the Giant Sea Spider. Some presentations
included handouts, some used PowerPoint slides, and others had props to illustrate their point. These
Talks were so popular that the Meeting House was full, and the whole thing ran over its one-hour time
slot! We will probably continue these Talks at future camps.
Job Rabinowitz, July 2018 Board Representative
August 2018 Camp Highlights
Soaking up the sun at the lagoon, admiring the tie-dye, playing
games, and laughing was how lots of us spent our super-hero
themed week at August Eliot - as music notes trickled over the
lawn from porches across camp. Having Josh Kadish at camp
with his whole family made the music even more magical this
year. The newly established Snack Shack meant that we were
supplied with goodies into the night as Moonstruck, the Youth
Coffee House, Talent show, Concert, and worships wowed.
Thanks to all for making it a wonderful week!
Sacha Wassick, August 2018 Board Representative
Creative Arts Eliot 2018
Attendees at Creative Arts Eliot 2018 received a very special gift at the end-of-camp Extravaganza
(which is a showcase of all the creative energy from the camp workshops). Brooksie Wells’ songwriting
class had spent the week not only learning about the finer points of songwriting, but also coming up
with their very own song about one of our favorite places—Seabeck! You can check out their creative
inspiration here: The Seabeck Song. Wow, way to capture the spirit of a very special place that many
of us think of as our spiritual soul!
Elisa Wells, CAE 2018 Board Representative
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Eliot's Eagle Eye
Sees a little, knows a little, tells a little ...
It's time to check in with Eliot's fledglings, aka our newest young adults. It's always
interesting to know what path they're taking after high school.
. . . Sarah Wells-Moran is a first-year student at Wellesley College. She joined the novice crew team
and rowed her first race in stroke seat. In spite of the early morning practices in cold, wet weather,
she's having a blast! This just goes to show you how polar bearing can prepare you for life's
challenges! Iris Jones is a freshman at Washington State University Honors College exploring
Computer Science, Data Analytics, Statistics or some other math-related degrees. She’s having fun
attending the Cougar Football games—Go Cougs! —and making new friends from places near and far.
. . . Rosie Dillon has just started at Santa Clara University. Kitty Valbuena is in Worcester, MA
attending Dynamy, an internship-based personalized gap year program that combines real world
experience with hands-on internships. Kaleb Farley is attending North Seattle Community College this
quarter and is transferring to Shoreline next quarter where he'll enroll in their UW transfer degree
program in Computer Science. Kel Feehan graduated from Valley Catholic High School and is now
attending Oregon State University studying graphic design – he’s loving not having his parents around
but misses his brother, Brec.
. . . Lucy Bresgal-Waters is attending Spokane Falls Community College. She is studying Art and
Environmental Science. After graduating high school, she spent most of her summer at home in
Spokane helping her mom at Urban Eden Farm and working Saturdays at their Farmer's Market
Stand.

As for the adults . . .
. . . July Elioteer Rob Olson was recently appointed Whatcom County Superior Court Judge by
Washington Governor Jay Inslee. Rob will certainly do Eliot proud as he serves in this role. Read about
it here: Rob!
. . . The UUMOC (UU Ministers of Canada) announced their executive team for 2018-2019, and Rev.
Samaya Oakley was named President. You made an excellent choice UUMOC! Rev. Rosemary
Morrison recently became the minister at UU Church of Tippecanoe County. That's in Indiana, people!
And as a real small world coincidence, the Eagle's cousin is on the board of that church. In other UU
news, it's no surprise Barbara ten Hove couldn't stay retired for long. She's currently serving as the
interim minister at North Shore Unitarian Church.
. . . And who else but August Eliot's own Lucy Dougall was featured in the Pacific NW Magazine of the
Seattle Times for her stellar gymnastics coaching. Read all about it here: Lucy!
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Eliot's Eagle Eye, continued
The Eagle weeps ...
...Lynn McClenahan passed along the very sad news of the death
of her nephew, Joe McClenahan, from esophageal cancer at the
age of 31 on May 5, 2018. Joe's parents, Dick McClenahan and
Meg Jacobsen and family attended August Eliot back in the early
'00s. To find out more about Joe, please visit his blog at:
http://www.joemcclenahan.com/blog/
...Tom Killorin died from complications of multiple myeloma on June 30, 2018. Our hearts go out to his
dear wife, Julie Fanselow, his children Ben Killorin and May Killorin, his extended family, and wide
circle of friends and colleagues. Among other roles at Eliot, Tom served on the Board, chaired the Program
Committee, and was a dean. He often facilitated small groups and cherished the deep connections he
made at Seabeck. In 2004, he and his co-dean, Grace Bell, introduced Kermit to the July Eliot community.
May Tom's spirit live forever in that stuffed green frog that reports to us each morning on the goings on at
camp.
...Gail Katul, beloved wife of Munir Katul, and mother of Randa Tang, Nadia Sampson, and Sonia
Borris died on August 14, 2018. Munir reported that she looked comfortable and at peace. All three of their
daughters were present. Gail dealt with vascular dementia that was diagnosed a year and a half ago with
graciousness and courage. She had been under hospice care for five weeks. Gail clearly took great delight
in attending August Eliot camps with Munir, her daughters, and their children. She will be deeply missed.
...On August 23rd, Nancy Stevens was in a canoe accident at Dillon Falls; she was with her father, Ron
Stevens. The canoe capsized, and both Nancy and Ron were swept over the falls. Sadly, Ron did not
survive the accident. Nancy dislocated her shoulder and suffered multiple bruises on her knees. Those of
us who attended Creative Arts Eliot these past two years were privileged to get to know Nancy's father
personally. It's no secret to us where Nancy gets her phenomenal spirit. It was truly an honor to meet the
man who raised his daughter into such a strong, confident woman.
... Josh Kadish died on October 7, from brain cancer. Condolences to his wife, Lisa Maas, and their sons,
Nathan, Seth, and Jonathan. I am deeply gratified that Josh was able to attend August Eliot 2018 where
he shared memories and music with so many from the Eliot community. Josh and Lisa served as Young
Adult Coordinators for many years and were instrumental in creating a strong cohort of Eliot Young Adults.
And of course, the music he shared with us as a part of the Sandals is a cherished memory. Elsewhere in
this newsletter, you'll find a tribute to Josh that was written by Lisa and their sons.
The Eagle always writes this column with a tiny cloud of anxiety resting over her head. Whose news has
she missed? She hates leaving anyone out and apologizes in advance for any omissions.
Enlighten the Eagle: send your bit of high-flying’ news to EliotRegistrar@gmail.com for publication in our
next newsletter.
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A Tribute to Josh Kadish
JOSH KADISH
June 28, 1951-October 7, 2018
Josh Kadish was a mediator, attorney, musician, husband and father extraordinaire. Born
in NYC to June and Sanford Kadish, Josh grew up in Salt Lake City, Michigan,
Cambridge, and Berkeley, CA. Josh met the love of his life, Lisa Maas, at age 16, playing
oboe in the Berkeley High School Orchestra. Music was a central part of his life, and he
was an outstanding classical and folk/rock musician. Throughout his adult life, he sang in
choirs with Lisa (most recently the Bach Cantata Choir) and in a barbershop quartet called
“the Sandals” (a tribute to Josh’s favorite footwear, usually worn with white socks) that
performed at benefits, senior residences, and community gatherings. He sang his original songs about love, food,
and aging from his album “Middle Aged Guy with a Guitar,” entertaining audiences at Seattle’s Folklife Festival,
Hillsdale Farmers Market, and other locales.
After graduating from Haverford College, playing oboe semi-professionally, dropping out of Oxford, and trying his
hand at carpentry, Josh pursued a career in law. He received his JD from Stanford University in 1979 and then
clerked for the Oregon Supreme Court. In 1983, he joined and soon became partner at Meyer & Wyse LLP, which
later became Wyse Kadish LLP. Josh was a founding board member of Oregon Mediation Association and served
as an officer on the board for over a decade. He received the prestigious Sidney Lezak Award, and was
consistently named one of Oregon’s Super Lawyers and recognized on the Best Lawyers in America list. In 2014, he
was their Lawyer of the Year for Family Mediation. Josh taught family law, negotiation, and mediation for over 25
years as an adjunct professor at Lewis and Clark’s Northwestern School of Law. He was committed to mentoring
young attorneys throughout his career, and for many years, he regularly volunteered helping indigent immigrants at
Legal Aid.
Josh’s professional accomplishments never interfered with his devotion to creating a loving family with Lisa,
parenting their three sons--Nathan, Seth and Jonathan--- in his consistently good-natured and supportive way. He
cheerfully participated in their interests and shared his own – going to concerts, playing Frisbee and chess, doing
crosswords, delighting in ants and birds, reading voraciously, singing, and practicing musical instruments. He was a
fabulous cook, specializing in meals that cleaned out everything in the freezer.
Josh was passionately committed to community work, serving as president of the board of Neighborhood House,
Chamber Music Northwest, Hillsdale Farmers Market, and Young Musicians and Artists, and being an active
member on numerous other boards. On Saturday mornings, he was often spotted picking up litter around Hillsdale,
and he actively supported the Hillsdale Farmers Market since its founding, setting up early in the morning, rain or
shine, and playing music which engaged market visitors, young and old.
He had a reputation in the community for his integrity, dedication, and fairness. He was also unpretentious,
generous and kind, with a wry and quirky sense of humor, a prodigious knowledge of obscure facts and word
definitions (sometimes made up), and an unfaltering readiness to help out in whatever capacity he could.
After 15 months of living with intention and gratitude for all he had been able to experience in his life, Josh died with
dignity, surrounded by family, on October 7th, 2018. “It’s been a great trip,” he said calmly, as he drifted off. Josh is
survived by family all of whom loved and admired him deeply--his wife, sons, daughters-in-law (Lindsay, Dana, and
Connie), grandchildren (Henry, Franklin, and August), brother (Peter), and many devoted relatives and friends of all
ages. A celebration of his life will be held in the Eliot Chapel at the First Unitarian Church of Portland on December
15th at 10:00 AM. In lieu of flowers, please donate to Neighborhood House in Josh’s name.
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Administrative Support
Bev Hesterberg, Administrator
Carol Becken, Executive Secretary & Archivist
Renee Palermo, Assistant Registrar
Elizabeth Weber, Newsletter Layout

Front: Carrie Glenn, Bev Hesterberg, Ian Schurr, Carol Becken, Joan Sandberg
Back: Job Rabinowitz, Elisa Wells, John Lancaster, Ken Kersten, Sacha Wassick
Not Shown: Lauren MacNeill, Renee Palermo

For more information or to register, please
visit www.eliotinstitute.org or send email to
EliotRegistrar@gmail.com. Or contact:

Eliot Institute Registrar
Eliot Institute
2628 31st Avenue W
Seattle, WA 98199
Phone: 206-395-8111
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